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Companies & MarketsSingtel slides amid heavy trading on news of scuppered Optus deal; company denies reports again



PropertyOCBC confirms exploring redevelopment of Chulia Street property



InternationalFed officials say three rate cuts a reasonable baseline for 2024



Companies & MarketsGovernment gave grace period to 44 housing projects facing ABSD deadline within 2021 to 2023: Lawrence Wong



Companies & MarketsHot stock: AEM climbs as much as 13.4% following contract win



Opinion & FeaturesDwindling BNPL numbers show tough reality even as accreditation deadline passes



[image: A pedestrian walks past the Bank of Thailand complex that houses the learning center, museum and offices in Bangkok, Thailand, on Thursday, Feb. 22, 2024. Growing political pressure aside, Thailand’s weak economy adds to the case for the central bank to cut interest rates sooner rather than later, according to money managers. Photographer: Andre Malerba/Bloomberg] 


ASEAN BusinessThai business group maintains growth outlook at 2.8%-3.3%, urges stimulus and rate cut



[image: Hong Kong home Photographer: Lam Yik/Bloomberg ] 


Global EnterpriseHong Kong new home sales hit 11-year high after property curbs removed



Companies & MarketsSeatrium bags S$350 million worth of contracts



PodcastsMarket Focus Daily: Tuesday, April 2, 2024 (Ep 34)
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InternationalEurozone inflation unexpectedly eases, boosting rate cut case





InternationalEurope’s IPO market not yet open to unprofitable tech: Bank of America





InternationalJapan PM talks security with Indonesia's Prabowo





SGSMEFrom leasing steel plates to renting out buildings





InternationalIndia's central bank likely to keep rates on hold





Energy & CommoditiesAbu Dhabi’s Lunate acquires 40% stake in Adnoc’s pipeline assets





Transport & LogisticsPassenger car COEs all rise, Category B back above S$100,000 





SEE MORE
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You can now personalise your BT experience with keywords.
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Lego billionaires’ cash pile grows as portfolio swings to profit


MARK TO MARKET
Seatrium’s involvement in a bribery scandal is back in the news, but that’s not its biggest problem



China’s Huawei continues rebound with strongest earnings growth since 2019







Inflation


[image: FILE PHOTO: A shopper pays with a euro bank note in a market in Nice, France, April 3, 2019.  REUTERS/Eric Gaillard] 


Eurozone inflation unexpectedly eases, boosting rate cut case


German inflation slows further as ECB readies June rate cut


South Korea inflation stays elevated, stoking price concerns







Cryptocurrencies


[image: Branding for Bitcoin cryptocurrency on the window of a crypto exchange kiosk in Warsaw, Poland, on Thursday, March 14, 2024. Bitcoin extended a retreat from its latest record high amid an intensifying debate about whether the bull run in cryptocurrencies is evidence of speculative froth in global markets. Photographer: Damian Lemanski/Bloomberg] 


Bitcoin sinks on ebbing Fed rate-cut bets and cooling ETF demand


US dollar hits 5-month high while jawboning supports yen


Crypto’s memecoin fervour stalls as bets on Fed rate cuts recede







Covid-19


[image: Crowd of people wearing face masks walking along Orchard Road, 27 December 2021. covid-19] 


Covid-19 lowered life expectancy by 1.6 years worldwide: study



Travel refund-related complaints in Singapore spiked last year amid pandemic, says Case



COMMENTARY
To stay fighting fit in the ring, Singapore gyms need new workout regimes








Interest Rates


[image: Shaktikanta Das, governor of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), during a governor talk at the annual meetings of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank in Marrakesh, Morocco, on Thursday, Oct. 12, 2023. The IMF and World Bank’s first annual meetings in Africa since 1973 were expected to give a spending boost to Morocco’s fourth-largest city and one of its top tourist destinations. Photographer: Hollie Adams/Bloomberg] 


India's central bank likely to keep rates on hold


Swedish housing prices rise again as rate cuts expected


Thai business group maintains growth outlook at 2.8%-3.3%, urges stimulus and rate cut







Electric Vehicles


[image: Attendees look at the new Rivian R2 electric vehicle at the Rivian South Coast Theater in Laguna Beach, California, on March 7, 2024. (Photo by Patrick T. Fallon / AFP)] 


Rivian beats EV production estimates with shipments rebounding


Tesla also losing ground in China as it disappoints globally


Chinese smartphone maker Xiaomi starts delivering the first of more than 100,000 EVs ordered







Canada


[image: Condominiums stand along the shore of Lake Ontario in this aerial photograph taken above Toronto, Ontario, Canada, on Monday, Oct. 2, 2017. Toronto housing prices fell for a fourth month in September as sales remained sluggish, particularly in the detached-home segment that has borne the brunt of the correction in Canada's biggest city. Photographer: James MacDonald/Bloomberg] 


Trudeau offers billions to boost homebuilding, with strings attached


Canada ‘not interested’ in investing in LNG facilities, energy minister says


UK-Canada trade barriers to increase amid failure to reach deal







Climate Change


[image: FILE PHOTO: A view shows a logo of Shell petrol station in South East London, Britain, February 2, 2023. REUTERS/May James/File Photo] 


Shell back in court in landmark Dutch climate case


Macquarie unit is leading US$50 billion investment in offshore wind


Climate change is slowing heat waves, prolonging misery







Currencies


[image: FILE PHOTO: Japanese yen and U.S. dollar banknotes are seen with a currency exchange rate graph in this illustration picture taken June 16, 2022. REUTERS/Florence Lo/Illustration//File Photo] 


US dollar hits 5-month high while jawboning supports yen


World’s best currency helps slow Kenya’s inflation to 2-year low


US dollar gains as inflation data looms; yen on intervention watch







Semiconductors


[image: Semiconductors have become nearly ubiquitous, leaving the industry far less vulnerable to single retail end markets - said Pimco] 


Hot stock: AEM climbs as much as 13.4% following contract win


Chipmaker Cerebras Systems picks Citigroup for IPO


Chipmaker Hailo raises US$120 million riding on AI boom







Housing


[image: Residential apartment blocks in Stockholm, Sweden, on Tuesday, June 13, 2023. Swedish households are becoming more optimistic about the development in the housing market, according to a survey from the country’s largest bank. Photographer: Andrey Rudakov/Bloomberg] 


Swedish housing prices rise again as rate cuts expected


Trudeau offers billions to boost homebuilding, with strings attached


UK house prices rise by most since Dec 2022







M&A


[image: The logo of Nippon Steel Corp. is seen at an office building where the company's head office in Tokyo on December 19, 2023. Shares in Japan's Nippon Steel sank more than six percent on December 19 after it announced a deal to buy US Steel for more than $14 billion that will create the world's number two steelmaker. (Photo by Kazuhiro NOGI / AFP)] 


US Steel union rejects Nippon Steel’s appeal for takeover support


Formula One owners Liberty Media buy MotoGP for US$4.5 billion


Rakuten Group aims to integrate bank, fintech units







Bonds
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Only 14% of sustainability-linked bonds aligned with key climate goal: report


Latest Singapore 6-month T-bill offers cut-off yield of 3.8%


Wing Tai prices S$100 million 5-year notes at 4.38%







Sustainability
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COMPANY OF GOOD
What is corporate purpose?


EU regulates global sustainability ‘rules of the road’


Holiday rentals: How to shrink your carbon footprint







Oil Prices
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Oil settles up on supply threats, hits 2024 highs during session


Oil up 1%, US WTI at 5-month closing high, market seen tight


US oil suppliers muscling into Opec+ markets around the world







US Federal Reserve


[image: FILE PHOTO: An eagle tops the U.S. Federal Reserve building's facade in Washington, July 31, 2013. REUTERS/Jonathan Ernst/File Photo] 


Fed officials say three rate cuts a reasonable baseline for 2024


UOB cutting One savings account rates; DBS, OCBC staying put for now on similar products



US February inflation data ‘along the lines’ of what Fed wants, Powell says







Opec


[image: FILE PHOTO: A 3D printed oil pump jack is seen in front of displayed Opec logo in this illustration picture, April 14, 2020. REUTERS/Dado Ruvic/Illustration/File Photo] 


Oil up 1%, US WTI at 5-month closing high, market seen tight


US oil suppliers muscling into Opec+ markets around the world


Oil rises more than US$1 a barrel on tighter supply outlook







Russia


[image: epa11231003 Russian President Vladimir Putin speaks during a meeting with his election agents at the Kremlin in Moscow, Russia, 20 March 2024. Vladimir Putin won over 87 percent of the vote in a three-day ballot.  EPA-EFE/SERGEI ILNITSKY] 


Russia’s vulnerability showcased again after Putin presidential win


Russia mourns as toll from concert hall massacre climbs to 137


Russia’s oil is finally getting snarled by sanctions







Metals


[image: FILE PHOTO: Gold bars at the Austrian Gold and Silver Separating Plant 'Oegussa' in Vienna, Austria, March 18, 2016.   REUTERS/Leonhard Foeger/File Photo] 


Gold extends record rally on safe-haven appeal, weaker US dollar


Gold holds ground as easing US Treasury yields lift appeal


Gold hits record high on rising hopes for Fed rate cut in June







Yen


[image: FILE PHOTO: Japanese yen and U.S. dollar banknotes are seen with a currency exchange rate graph in this illustration picture taken June 16, 2022. REUTERS/Florence Lo/Illustration//File Photo] 


US dollar hits 5-month high while jawboning supports yen


Japan warns of action against excessive yen volatility


Japan FX chief calls yen’s slump unusual, vows to act if needed







Malaysia
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Malaysia has enough data to push ahead with subsidy cuts: economy minister


Malaysia’s Exchange 106 commands highest office rents in Kuala Lumpur


Malaysia open to extending China-led rail project to Thai border







7-eleven


[image: Bulk food dispensers at a Seven & i Holdings Co.'s SIP store during a media tour in Matsudo, Chiba Prefecture, on Tuesday, Feb. 27, 2024. The new SIP stores, collaboration of Seven-Eleven Japan Co. and Ito-Yokado Co., will have over twice the amount of products and be almost double the size of regular 7-Eleven stores. Photographer: Akio Kon/Bloomberg] 


7-Eleven is testing a bigger convenience store with more stuff on shelves


Japan’s Seven & i expands 7-Eleven empire with purchase of Australian franchise



Seven & i unit Sogo & Seibu's labour union confirms right to strike
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InternationalEurope’s IPO market not yet open to unprofitable tech: Bank of America





Energy & CommoditiesAbu Dhabi’s Lunate acquires 40% stake in Adnoc’s pipeline assets





PropertyOCBC confirms exploring redevelopment of Chulia Street property





Transport & LogisticsRivian beats EV production estimates with shipments rebounding





Transport & LogisticsTesla also losing ground in China as it disappoints globally





Companies & MarketsChinese smartphone maker Xiaomi starts delivering the first of more than 100,000 EVs ordered






SEE MORE
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Opinion & FeaturesThe tech giants are eating the chatbot kings
[image: Parmy Olson]
Parmy Olson







Opinion & FeaturesEDITORIAL
In Washington, they’re all economic nationalists now



Opinion & FeaturesEU regulates global sustainability ‘rules of the road’
[image: Andrew Hammond]
Andrew Hammond
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[image: Vietnam's Gene Solutions boasts a portfolio of more than 30 genetic testing products in the fields of obstetrics, paediatrics, and oncology.] 


Vietnam biotech firm Gene Solutions set to raise US$70 million to chase big dreams in the region 



GLOBAL ENTERPRISE[image: GLOBAL ENTERPRISE]



[image: (FILES) US President Joe Biden (R) and China's President Xi Jinping (L) meet on the sidelines of the G20 Summit in Nusa Dua on the Indonesian resort island of Bali on November 14, 2022. Chinese President Xi Jinping arrived in San Francisco on November 14, 2023, a day ahead of his highly anticipated meeting with American counterpart Joe Biden. Xi last traveled to the United States six years ago, and is due for lengthy talks with Biden in their first in-person meeting in a year. The two presidents are meeting on the sidelines of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) summit as both countries seek to stabilize ties. (Photo by SAUL LOEB / AFP)] 


Biden, Xi spoke by phone to manage tension, with top US officials to visit China
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GXS disburses over 100,000 loans in first year, aims to double it in six months 
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ENTERPRISE 50
Nominations open for 2024 Enterprise 50 Awards 
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[image: Market updates for Tuesday.] 


Market Focus Daily: Tuesday, April 2, 2024 (Ep 34)
Hong Kong shares rally on strong Chinese factory data; Isetan Singapore shares surge 150% after proposed privatisation announcement; UOB to cut One...



Market Focus Daily: Monday, April 1, 2024 (Ep 33)





SPONSORED
BT Tech In Finance: Preparing ourselves for retirement (Ep 4)





BT Money Hacks: Is this another Bitcoin bubble? (Ep 166)





Market Focus Daily: Thursday, March 28, 2024 (Ep 32)






SEE MORE
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OUR NEWSLETTERS
[image: Breakfast Brief]MON-SAT, 7.20 AM
Breakfast Brief
All the latest news you need to know to start your day, right in your inbox.
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[image: Daily Debrief]MON-SAT, 7.20 PM
Daily Debrief
A round-up of all the important things that happened today.
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[image: Asean Business]FRIDAY, 8.30 AM
Asean Business
Business insights centering on South-east Asia's fast-growing economies.
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[image: Garage]MONDAY, 3.30 PM
Garage
The hottest news on all things startup and tech to kickstart your week.
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LifestyleDESIGN
Ciao: Singapore designers head to Milan Design Week



[image: jedining28 - Ki Su - Interior Shot.  Credit: Ki Su] 


LifestyleDINING OUT
Vegetable sushi? Ki Su tries to woo sceptics with plant-based omakase



[image: hybody28 - Still from 3 Body Problem.     Credit : PHOTO: NETFLIX] 


LifestyleARTS 
3 Body Problem: Thinky sci-fi meets TV spectacle
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BT LuxeTRAVEL
Heritage in a bottle
A visit to South Korean artisanal sauce maker Kisoondo is a step back in time
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BT LuxeBT LUXE
Desmond Tan: Heartland boy turned heart-throb
The actor and soon-to-be father shares his thoughts on growing up in Singapore, his love of local culture, and his hopes for...
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BT LuxeBT LUXE 
Kara Arissa Tan: Preserving a food legacy
The young CEO brings reverence and innovation to the traditional bird’s nest industry





[image: hyluxekevin4 - Kevin Poon, multifaceted entrepreneur.  Credit : PHOTO: KEVIN POON Conditions for usage: Free with mandatory credit put in BT EL] 


BT LuxeBT LUXE
Kevin Poon: Multifaceted maestro
From art and fashion to music and food, the lifestyle entrepreneur has a finger in many pies
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BT LuxeTRAVEL
andBeyond in Bhutan: Fusing luxury and sustainability 
Its newest lodge places guests in lavish tented suites on the banks of a famous river
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BT LuxeFOOD & DRINK
The heart and Seoul of Korean dining
From pork barbecue to fermentation cooking, there’s never a dull meal in this capital city
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BT LuxeBT LUXE 
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SUPPORT SOUTH-EAST ASIA'S LEADING FINANCIAL DAILY
Get the latest coverage and full access to all BT premium content.
SUBSCRIBE NOWBrowse corporate subscription here
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